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Mixed Use Development



DR+A

Located at the intersection 
of the New Jersey Turnpike 
(Interstate 95) and Route 46, 
this former paper mill site 
offers unparralleled regional 
access and visability in the 
very desireable Bergen 
County retail trade area. The 
development program calls 
for approximately one million 
square feet of retail, between 
800 and 1,000 residential 
units, as well as a full service 
conference hotel with a world 
class spa facility. 

Taking advantage of these 
assets, as well as waterfront 
opportunity, the master plan 
transforms the property into 
two districts: 1) the regional 
retail center, and 2) a mixed 
use village center. The 
regional retail center, located 
on the eastern half  of the 
site,  targets a combination 
of large format retailers, 
junior anchors, and pad/
inline retailers.  The western 
half of the site calls for the 
development of a mixed-use 
live, work, play, and shopping 
district that is focused along a 
Main Street with connections 
to both the regional retail area, 
as well Overpeck Creek to the 
west.

The mixed use district is 
designed based upon the 
layering and mixing of uses.
The district encourages street 
life and self-policing of the area, 
as residences overlook public 
streets and parks. Standards 
are set for landscaping, 
exterior materials, building 
scale and parking.

CLIENT: SKYMARK
 DMR ARCHITECTS

SIZE:  55 ACRES

SERVICES: MASTER PLANNING
 ARCHITECTURE
 LANDSCAPE

STATUS: ONGOING

SKYMARK
Ridgefield Park, NJ
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The primary purpose for the 
redevelopment of the  former 
Southside Works steel mill site 
is to create a mixed-use urban 
environment adjacent to the 
h is tor ic  Souths ide 
neighborhood of downtown 
Pittsburgh.

The culmination of a series of 
public workshops and a careful 
analysis of the site and historic 
city fabric, the master plan 
creates an urban development 
framework which extends the 
existing urban fabric of the 
southside neighborhood and 
highlights several activity 
centers.  The development 
focuses on a vibrant mixed-
use community combining 
retail, entertainment, hotel, 
commercial office, marina 
uses, and civic/cultural uses 
with urban medium density 
housing.

When complete, the 65 acre 
development will contain 
210,000 square feet of ground-
level retail/entertainment uses, 
a 200 room hotel, 600 housing 
units, 100 marina slips, 11 
acres of public park and venue 
space, and 1.6 million square 
feet of high-tech office and 
flex-warehousing space.

The work described on this 
page was completed by David 
Robbins while working with 
RTKL Associates Inc.

CLIENT: THE SOFFER   
 ORGANIZATION

SIZE:  80 ACRES

SERVICES: MASTER PLANNING
 ENTITLEMENTS
 ARCHITECTURE
 LANDSCAPE

STATUS: PLANNING COMPLETE
 DEVELOPMENT ONGOING

SOUTHSIDE WORKS
Pittsburgh, PA
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Along a prominent bend in 
the eastern shoreline of 
the Anacostia River, this 
underutilized land has nearly 
a mile of unimpeded access 
to the water and spectacular 
views of the Capitol and 
downtown. Taking advantage 
of the waterfront, the master 
plan includes transforming the 
property into a mixed-use live, 
work, play and entertainment 
district. Also, a new Major 
League Soccer stadium, 
music venues, retail, office 
and residential uses will be 
featured.

The development is focused 
around a series of village 
greens that extend from the 
surrounding neighborhood to 
a new regional waterfront park 
and venues. Distinct retail, 
residential, and civic districts 
are formed around these 
greens and street hierarchy. 
The development program 
for the district calls for some 
750,000 square feet of retail, 
1.2 million square feet of 
office, 500 hotel rooms and 
almost 2,000 residential units.

The work described on this 
page was completed by David 
Robbins while working with 
the HOK Planning Group.

CLIENT: NAME WITHHELD AT 
 CLIENTS REQUEST

SIZE:  80+ ACRES

SERVICES: MASTER PLANNING
 ARCHITECTURE
 LANDSCAPE

STATUS: PLANNING COMPLETE

POPLAR POINT
Washington, DC
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Downtown Derby’s  plan 
for redevelopment focuses 
on creating an integrated 
mixed-use environment that 
seamlessly connects the 
existing urban fabric back to 
the Housatonic River. Central 
to the plan is the relationship 
between the existing 
urban fabric and the new 
development and in keeping 
with the existing scale and 
character. Uses include a 
variety of retail and restaurant 
spaces organized along Main 
Street, an urban village, 
residential units that overlook 
the developing Riverwalk, a 
hotel/office building anchoring 
Main Street as well as a series 
of public open space amenities 
aimed at connecting back to 
the community as a whole.

The work described on this 
page was completed by David 
Robbins while working with 
GreenbergFarrow.

CLIENT: STARWOOD
 CERRUZZI PROPERTIES

SIZE:  60 ACRES

SERVICES: MASTER PLANNING
 ENTITLEMENTS
 ARCHITECTURE
 LANDSCAPE

STATUS: PLANNING COMPLETE

DOWNTOWN DERBY

REDEVELOPMENT
Derby, Connecticut
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Addison Circle is a prime 
example of a sustainable high-
density mixed-use urban 
neighborhood within a classic 
“edge city” setting.  The 
80-acre planned development 
district is the result of a public/
private initiative designed to 
develop a residential base in 
support of restaurant/
entertainment business and to 
create a focal point for 
community life.

Several distinctive design 
elements characterize the 
development.  The framework 
is a district-wide pedestrian-
friendly street grid.  The area 
is zoned for 3,000 rental and 
owned mid-rise residences on 
the interior, and 4 million 
square feet of residential and 
commercial space fronting the 
Dallas Tollway.  The layering 
and mixing of uses encourages 
street life and self-policing of 
the area, as residences 
overlook public streets and 
parks.  Standards are set for 
landscaping, exterior 
materials, building scale and 
parking.

Open space works at both a 
neighborhood and community 
level, and includes parks, 
jogging trails, and a large 
public space for town-
sponsored special events.

The work described on this 
page was completed by David 
Robbins while working with 
RTKL Associates Inc.

CLIENT: POST PROPERTIES
 THE CITY OF ADDISON

SIZE:  80 ACRES

SERVICES: MASTER PLANNING
 ENTITLEMENTS   
 ARCHITECTURE
 LANDSCAPE

STATUS: PHASES 1 - 5 COMPLETE

ADDISON CIRCLE
Addison, Texas
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ADDISON CIRCLE
Addison, Texas
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Legacy Town Center is a 
mixed use development 
located within the 2,655-acre 
Legacy Business Park.  The 
development provides a 
contemporary interpretation of 
a traditional neighborhood 
development pattern.  Built 
with an authentic urban style 
and feel, Legacy serves as the 
social hub for those seeking a 
shopping, dining, working and 
living experiences.

The design of the town center 
is diverse and varying amongst 
a unified composition that 
encourages pedestrian traffic 
in a unique environment. 
Sidewalks are lined with shade 
trees and plantings providing a 
lush green timeless texture. 
The    architecture, inspired by 
the farm and town square 
buildings of the Texas Hill 
Country is designed with a 
palette of materials that are 
elegant and familiar. In 
addition, the plan incorporates 
environmental graphics and 
public art, pedestrian spaces, 
and  security systems. 

The work described on this 
page was completed by David 
Robbins while working with 
RTKL Associates Inc.

CLIENT: MULTIPLE CLIENTS
 & OWNERS

SIZE:  150 ACRES

SERVICES: MASTER PLANNING
 ENTITLEMENTS   
 ARCHITECTURE
 LANDSCAPE

STATUS: MULTIPLE PHASES   
 COMPLETE

LEGACY

TOWN CENTER
Plano, Texas
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LEGACY

TOWN CENTER
Plano, Texas
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The Meadows Town Center is 
within the Meadows new 
community in Castle Rock, 
Colorado. The development 
initiative centers on the 
creation of a mixed-use 
environment that combines 
retail, office, hotel, multifamily 
and attached single-family 
users.  The town center will 
occupy approximately 100 
acres and is a public amenity 
for the Meadows community.   

The planing effort included a 
thorough analysis of the 
existing and proposed 
developments.  As a result, the 
plan provides for a new urban 
core that obtained the desires 
and needs of the citizens, 
integrated land use plans and 
transportation investments, 
and created a character and 
identity for the community. 

The developments “Main 
Street” incorporates boutiques, 
restaurants, cinema, hotel, 
with a large residential 
component. A central gathering 
space links with a community 
open space system and was 
designed to accommodate the 
communities need for a place 
to hold festivals, parades, art 
shows, and other events. 

The work described on this 
page was completed by David 
Robbins while working with 
RTKL Associates Inc.

CLIENT: CASTLE ROCK   
 DEVLOPMENT CORP.

SIZE:  100 ACRES

SERVICES: MASTER PLANNING
 ENTITLEMENTS   
 ARCHITECTURE
 LANDSCAPE

STATUS: PLANNING COMPLETE
 DEVELOPMENT ONGOING

MEADOWS TOWN

CENTER
Castle Rock, Colorado



Retail  Development
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Located off of the Belt Parkway 
in Jamaica Bay, this Building 
Brooklyn Award Winner for 
New Retail Construction  is 
expanding to include a second 
phase of retail development 
and the planning and 
coordination for the intended 
residential component is now 
being planned and developed. 
The team was asked to address 
both the retail components as 
well as coordinate the overall 
ULURP process. The design 
team has developed a series 
of design guidelines and 
provided schematic design for 
all of the tenants.

The original phase, a 54-acre 
shopping center remains as 
a substantial commercial hub 
for the surrounding Brooklyn 
communities. The second 
phase of the retail center 
adds some 400,000 sf of 
retail along with parking for 
3,230 vehicles. This phase 
of development focuses 
more greater attention to the 
public realm and provides for 
retail in a pedestrian-friendly 
environment.

The work described on this 
page was completed by David 
Robbins while working with 
GreenbergFarrow.

CLIENT: RELATED COMPANIES
 THE CITY OF NEW YORK

SIZE:  200+ ACRES

SERVICES: MASTER PLANNING
 ULURP
 ARCHITECTURE
 LANDSCAPE

STATUS: PLANNING COMPLETE
 DEVELOPMENT ONGOING

GATEWAY CENTER
Brooklyn, New York
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Sunset Marketplace will be 
a unique 1.45 million square 
foot, mixed-use development 
incorporating a historically 
preserved loft building, 
originally constructed in 1916, 
and 337,319 square feet of 
new construction. The historic 
portion of the development 
will house light industrial and 
commercial space on the 
upper floors and retail on the 
lower levels. The 330,000 
square foot parking garage 
is designed to accommodate 
1,127 vehicles (394 self park, 
733 attended). The project is 
targeted to be LEED® Gold 
certified and incorporates 
industrial aesthetic elements 
to maintain the contextual 
integrity of the original district.

The work described on this 
page was completed by David 
Robbins while working with 
GreenbergFarrow.

CLIENT: TIME EQUITIES

SIZE:  7 ACRES

SERVICES: MASTER PLANNING
 ENTITLEMENTS
 ARCHITECTURE
 LANDSCAPE   
     ARCHITECTURE

STATUS: PLANNING COMPLETE

SUNSET

MARKETPLACE
Brooklyn, New York
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CLIENT: SEROTA PROPERTIES

SIZE:  136 ACRES

SERVICES: MASTER PLANNING
 ENTITLEMENTS   
 ARCHITECTURE
 LANDSCAPE

STATUS: ON GOING

PROGRAM: RETAIL           
 CINEMA
 RESIDENTIAL
 HOTEL
 OFFICE &
 INDUSTRIAL

ISLIP PINES
Islip, New York

Located at the intersection of 
Veteran’s Memorial Highway 
and Sunrise Highway, Islip 
Pines is a mixed-use, 
walkable, and sustainable 
development. This 136-acre 
site will combine retail, 
residential, office, and 
industrial uses into. At the 
heart of the project is a 
450,000 square feet lifestyle 
center along one of the most 
prominent roads on Long 
Island. This shopping center 
will feature a blend of national 
retailers, a cinema and a 
bookstore with a series 
restaurants and local 
merchants  planned around a 
promenade and retail street. 
More then 400 workforce 
housing units will be developed 
adjacent to the center, as well 
as 1,200,000 square feet of 
office and industrial space.



DR+A

Fronting on Route 22, 
Branchburg Crossing blends 
both neighborhood 
convenience and large format 
retail into a “Town Center” 
character. The development is 
centered around a new retail 
commercial center which 
capitalizes on its proximity to 
residential and employment 
centers. The overall design 
shapes pedestrian-friendly 
special relationships between 
buildings, landscaping and 
surrounding developments at 
a scale that encourages 
pedestrian activity within the 
environment. The open-air 
center features 600,000+ 
square feet of shops, 
restaurants and anchor 
retailers.

The work described on this 
page was completed by David 
Robbins while working with 
GreenbergFarrow.

CLIENT: BRANCHBURG LLC

SIZE:  15.3 ACRES
SERVICES: MASTER PLANNING
 ARCHITECTURE
 LANDSCAPE

STATUS: PLANNING COMPLETE

BRANCHBURG 
CROSSING
Branchburg, New Jersey
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Station Plaza at Sheepshead 
Bay Road is at the base of the 
B/Q Line Station and directly 
across from the Belt Parkway 
off ramp. The unparalleled 
access and unrivaled visibility 
make this a truly unique site.

When completed the project 
will house upward of 335,000 
square feet of retail including 
a number of possible mixed-
use additions as well as a 
multi-level parking deck. To 
maximize store frontage, 
visibility, and access, a 
private street is proposed to 
connect Voorhies Avenue and 
Sheepshead Bay Road. In 
addition, a public plaza,seating 
areas, and valet parking will 

The work described on this 
page was completed by David 
Robbins while working with 
GreenbergFarrow.

CLIENT: P/A ASSOCIATES
 ACADIA REALTY

SIZE:  2.34 ACRES

SERVICES: MASTER PLANNING
 ENTITLEMENTS
 ARCHITECTURE
 LANDSCAPE   
     ARCHITECTURE

STATUS: PLANNING COMPLETE

STATION PLAZA
Brooklyn, New York
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Landscape Architecture
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Set within the rolling hills and 
broad vistas of the Rocky 
Mountains, The design for the 
site promotes a “Main Street” 
character with a contemporary 
flair. The development is 
centered around a new mixed-
use retail commercial center, 
which capitalizes on its 
proximity to the Interlocken 
Business Park and the Flatiron 
Crossing regional mall along 
Highway 36.

The overall design shapes 
dynamic relationships between 
buildings, the landscape, and 
surroundings developments at 
a scale that encourages 
pedestrian activity.  The open-
air retail center features 
550,000 square feet of shops 
and restaurants in close 
proximity to new limited stay 
hotels, full service hotels, 
conference center, and the 
Summit Technology Office 
Park to the west. 

Particular attention was 
focused on encouraging 
pedestrian activity by linking 
the entire site with plazas, 
water features, bicycle trails, 
pedestrian paths, and a history 
walk that details Broomfield’s 
rich history. Sculptures, 
creative seating, paving 
patterns, graphics, and 
signage add to the experience.

The work described on this 
page was completed by David 
Robbins while working with 
RTKL Associates Inc.

CLIENT: MULTIPLE PROPERTY  
 OWNERS
SIZE:  80 ACRES

SERVICES: MASTER PLANNING
 ENTITLEMENTS   
 ARCHITECTURE
 LANDSCAPE

STATUS: PLANNING COMPLETE
 DEVELOPMENT ONGOING

MAINSTREET @ 
FLATIRON
Broomfield, Colorado
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DR+A

People are drawn to activated 
spaces, no matter the size of 
the project. Creating a sense of 
place can simply mean 
enhancing the pedestrian 
experience by adding furniture, 
umbrellas, canopies, piped 
music, paving, fountains and 
planters. The addition of 
benches for adequate resting 
spots invites customers to 
linger and enjoy themselves. 
Plazas and courtyards serve 
as gathering points. Whether it 
is just to meet someone and 
continue on or linger and have 
a bit to eat, plazas and public 
spaces serve to create the third 
place where people go to 
besides home and work.

In creating these spaces there 
are some basic elements that 
need to be taken into account. 
These include:
Circulation
Site Furnishings
Materials
Planting
Shade 
Special Features (ie Art/Water)
Signage

Whether it is a plaza, public 
space, or a complete site 
improvement, DR+A is there to 
help you make the final product 
an attractive and comfortable 
environment where people 
want to be.

CLIENT: MULTIPLE CLIENTS  

SIZE:  VARIES

SERVICES: MASTER PLANNING
 URBAN DESIGN
 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

STATUS: VARIES

PLAZAS & 
PUBLIC SPACES 
Various Locations



DR+A

The architectural vernacular 
and landscape concepts 
reflect the intimate scale and 
feel of the French Quarter in 
New Orleans. A focal point of 
the development is a central 
motor court that serves 
as both an entry court and 
activity space reminiscent of 
the aforementioned French 
Quarter. In addition, the 
project included: streetscape 
enhancements for the two 
adjoining blocks, perimeter 
landscape enhancements for 
both the Inn and adjoining 
office building, as well as 
redevelopment of the DeGaulle 
Square.

The work described on this 
page was completed by David 
Robbins while working with 
RTKL Associates Inc.

CLIENT: RIVER RANCH   
 DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

SIZE:  4 ACRES

SERVICES: MASTER PLANNING
 ARCHITECTURE
 LANDSCAPE

STATUS: COMPLETED

THE INN @ 
RIVER RANCH
Lafeyette, Louisiana



DR+A

Convergence Technology 
Campus is the conversion of a 
1.4 million-SF former defense 
plant into a state-of-the-art 
office and industrial complex 
ideally located just five miles 
north of the Dallas/Fort Worth 
International Airport.  The 
facility was originally built for 
Texas Instruments and 
consequently is one of the 
most technologically advanced 
office / tech / R&D campuses 
in North Texas.  

Convergence is  re-positioning 
a single tenant complex into a 
multi-tenant corporate campus 
that involves separating the 
buildings into a series of 
pavilions that will house 
individual companies, with 
new entry elements that give 
each pavilion identity within 
the campus. 

The design emphasizes the 
power and space advantages 
of the existing facility, important 
to the targeted high-tech 
companies and adds 
architectural and graphic 
design elements that bring the 
overall image of the campus 
into today’s marketplace. 
Future development allows for 
up to 2.5 million SF of available 
space.

The work described on this 
page was completed by David 
Robbins while working with 
RTKL Associates Inc.

CLIENT: NAME WITHHELD AT   
 CLIENTS REQUEST
SIZE:  85 ACRES

SERVICES: MASTER PLANNING
 ENTITLEMENTS   
 ARCHITECTURE
 LANDSCAPE

STATUS: PLANNING COMPLETE
 DEVELOPMENT ONGOING

CONVERGENCE

TECHNOLOGY PARK
Richardson, Texas




